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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND BOND TYPE I\T'
Mg-AI OXIDES AND SILICATES

JonN VnnnoocnN, flniversity of Cal,ifornia, Berkeley.

Assrnlcr
From a study of physical properties that are sensitive to the electronic distribution, it

is concluded that oxides and silicates of Mg and Al behave mostly as purely ionic com-
pounds. Departures from ionic behavior are generally not such as to suggest covalent bond-
mg.

INrnooucrroN

The solution of many petrological and geophysical problems demands
an understanding of the nature of the interatomic forces in silicate
minerals. The P-T range of stabil ity of various phases, the kinetics of
reactions between these phases, some of their magnetic properties, the
velocity o{ propagation of elastic waves in the earth's mantle, its physical
constitution, and its electrical conductivity, are examples of problems
that involve some knowledge of the nature of interatomic forces in
sil icate minerals.

Of the various models that have been proposed for sil icates, the ionic
one, as developed by Goldschmidt, is by far the simplest. Once a set of
ionic radii has been chosen, simple rules allow prediction of the co-
ordination numbers and the general type of structure of a compound of
given chemical composition. The interatomic attractive force is purely
electrostatic, and the repulsive force, which arises from overlap of closed
shells, contributes only a small fraction of the total latt ice energy, so
that its exdct description is not essential to a first approximation and
when dealing with phases at ordinary pressure. Goldschmidt's ionic
model has unrivaled elegance and simplicity.

To be sure, not all elements and not all crystals obey the simple ionic
rules. Attention has been called in recent years to an increasing number
of substances for which the ionic model is inadequate (Fyfe, 1951,
1954;  Goodenough and Loeb,1954).  Goldschmidt  had,  of  course,
noticed such discrepancies when he introduced into crystal chemistry
the concepts of polarizabil ity and polarizing power, both rather em-
pirically defined. Polarization leads, in Goldschmidt's views, to a gradual
transition to covalent bonding which will occur, according to him, when
the polarizing power of the cations, as measured by their ionization po-
tential, exceeds a critical value which depends on their charge and the
polarizability of the anions. The present writer is not clear as to exactly
what Goldschmidt's criteria may be for deciding that a compound is
covalent rather than ionic; such criteria are indeed difficult to define.

An attempt to measure quantitatively the covalent character of bonds
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leads directly to an Si-O distance of 1.63!

The truth of the matter is that a complete and exact calculation, by
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some of the physical properties considered, such as the diamagnetic
susceptibility and the electronic polarizability, depend critically on the
average radius I of the electronic distribution, r:t{r{rrd.a. To compute
F (or 12, or r3, as the case may be) for an ionic structure, we consider
here that all electrons occupy unperturbed orbitals of the ion to which
they are assigned;all the electrons in o2-, for instance, are assumed to
occupy unperturbed orbitals (1s), (2s), (2p), ol the oxygen atom. For a
covalent structure, on the other hand, we consider ug"i ' prrr. atomic
orbitals, neglecting the concentration of charge halfway between the
atoms that would normally arise from covalent bonding. As wii l be
seen, this approximation wii l in general appear to favor the covalent
type; that is, if the ionic model appears more adequate than the covalent
one computed on this approximation, it will afortiori be more adequate
than the exact covalent model.

The state of oxygen in the compounds we consider appears to be
particularly crit ical, as the ionic structure of oxides and sil icates requires
the presence of a doubly charged o-- ion which is unknown in the free
state, O- plus one electron having a lower energy than O--. O-- may, of
course' be stabil ized in ionic crystal by the additional coulomb energy
that accrues from its greater charge, and a quantum mechanical calcu-
lation by Yamashita and Kojima (rgs2) indeed seems to confirm the
existence of o-- in alkaline-earth oxides. some of the testing methods
used in this paper place special reliance on the electronic state of the
anion, which is the main contributor to erectronic porarizabil ity and
diamagnetic susceptibility. such tests are thus particuiarly diagnostic of
the state of the crystal as a whole.

LamrcB ENpncros

As mentioned earlier, there is no way of calculating theoretically the
lattice energy of a covalent compound. By contrast, the calculation for
an ionic crystal may be carried out to a high degree of precision. The main
term arises from the coulomb attraction between ions, which are assumed
to have a spherically symmetrical charge distribution. Small corrections
may be made for dipole-dipole and dipole-quadruple interaction, and for
the zero-point energy, but the sum of these generally amounts to no
more than a few per cent of the total. The main uncertainty arises from
the repulsive potential, which may be evaruated either from compressibil-
ity measurements or from empirical considerationsl again, the repursive
term is small, and the calculated value of the energy may be within 2 or
3/6 oI the true value. A comparison with experimentar values, which are
probably not accurate to more than 4 or 5/6, arows a check on the valid-
ity of the fundamental assumption regarding the ionic character of the
substance.
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A list of calculated and experimental values may be found in the Lan-

dolt-Bornstein Tables (1950) , volume I, part 4, pp' 539-543' It appears

from these lists, as is well known, that the agreement for the alkali

halides, even CsI, is excellent; so is it for the oxides of the divalent ele-

ments and corundum. The diagnostic value of the method suffers, how-

ever, from the fact that the agreement is also quite good for sphalerite,

wurtzite, galena, and other sulfides which one would hesitate, on other

grounds, to call ionic. It is interesting that the lattice energy of sub-

.tun... that may not be purely ionic may apparently also be computed as

if they were.
The following values (Table I), taken from the L.B. Tables, i l lustrate

the general agreement for oxides.

Te,sre I. Larrrcn ENERGY

(Kcal/mole)

BeO
Mgo
CaO
Al2o3

Calculated Experimental

1053
913
823

3609

1080
936
830

3720

Clucnv Rprerrolqs

It is well known that if the lattice structure is such that every atom

or ion occupies a center of symmetry, and if the particles interact with

forces that depend. only on distance (central forces), the following rela-

tions must exist among the elastic constants (Born and Huang, 1954,

p .  136 ) .' 
Cr, : Cu Cx : Css Cn: Cs

Ctc : Cde Czr : Cs C$ : Cqt

These relations are known as the Cauchy relationsl they reduce the

number of independent elastic constants in the general case from 21 to

15. In crystal with symmetry higher than tricl inic' some of the Cauchy

relations are identically satisfied, as the corresponding elastic constants

are equal to zero. Thus, in hexagonal and rhombohedral crystals the

Cauchy relations reduce to

C n :  C q n

C t : 3 C u

regardless of whether there are, 5, 6, or 7 independent elastic constants.

In cubic crystals, there is a single Cauchy relation

Cp -- Cnt

between the 3 independent elastic constants.



T ' K Ul

80 29.87
300 28.93
s60 27.25

cD
(7012 d'ynes/cm.z)

8  . 5 6
8 . 7 7
8 . 9 6

Cg

15.673
15.477
15.092

Failures of the cauchy rerations in ionic crystals have been assigned
to a number of causes. Herpin (1953) berieves that they arise from the
polarizabil ity of the ions. Lciwdin (1956) has shown by a- thorough quan-
tum-mechanical treatment of the alkari harides that a notable fraction of
the lattice energy arises from many-body potentials. The forces acting
between two ions depend on the presence or absence of other ions in the

tirely from the repulsive term in the expression for the potential energy
of the crystal; this repulsive term, in turn, is only a fraction of thetotal

which would sti l l  give usable resurts with regard to the cohesive energy
and the volume.
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X-nav Mprnoos

scattered by a point electron at the center, is

r :  f -  uv tYJ la ,'  J o  p r

where [/(r) is the radial electronic density and p:4 zr sin d/tr, tr being the

wave length of the radiation, and d the angle between the direction of the

incident radiation and the scattering plane. one notes that for d:o,

f :2, the total number of electrons in the atom. Thus, if one could

Tasr-r II. Aroltrc Sc.trmnrNc Fecron ol Ar,uurNuu elo Aluursuu IoNs*

sin a/rx10-E

Al3+
API
AI+
AI

1 0 . 0
1 1  0
r z . 0
1 3 . 0

9 . 7
1 0  . 3
1 0 . 9

8 . 9
9 . 0
9 . 0
8 .95

7 8
7 . 7 5
I  1 <

l . l J

* Hartree, rvith interpolation for Al+ by James and Brindley' L' B' Tables' vol' I'

par t  1 ,  p.300.

measure / for various values of 0 at fixed tr, extrapolation of the experi

mental curve to 0:O would indicate whether the atom is ionized, and

to what degree. Atomic scattering factors have been calculated for many

atoms and ions from the charge distribution computed by various meth-

ods (Hartree,s self-consistent f ield, Thomas-Fermi, etc.) ; these calcula-

tions generally show that the scattering factors for an atom and the

corresponding ions differ appreciably only at small values of p, as shown

in Table II for aluminum.
The Landolt-Bornstein Tables (vol. I, part 1, pp' 300-310, 1950) give

an extensive list of references on the experimental values of scattering

factors; these may then be compared with theoretical values to determine

the actual charge on the atom. The experimental determinations require

that due allowance be made for thermal vibrations, which depend on the
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trast with diamond, in which there is a strong charge concentration on
Iines joining the atoms, with corresponding row erectronic densities at
other points. The atomic scattering factors, corrected for temperature,
are listed in Table IIr, together with the theoretical factors from the Har-
tree-James-Brindley Tables.

very nearly spherical, although magnesium seems larger, and oxygen
smaller, than their conventional ionic radii would predici. Rto.rg tt 

" 
it1r1

direction one finds a zone,about 1.6 A in rength, arong which tie density
has an almost constant value of 0.lS-0,20e/Aa,
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Teelr III. ExpnnrunNrar, Sclrrrnr1c F,rc:rons rN MgO,* arn Tnnonnrtcal V'l'r-unst

Sin 0/X Mg exp. Mg** Mg

0
0 . 1
0 . 2
0 . 3
0 . 4
0 . 5
1 . 0

(e s)
8 . 2 +
7 .06
s 7 8
4 .65
2 .02

1 0 . 0
9 . 7 5
8 . 6
7  . 2 5

4 . 8
2 . 0

12.0
1 0 . 5
8 . 6
7  . 2 5
5 .95
4 . 8
2 . 0

(8 .0)
5 . 7 6
4 . 0 2
2 . 8 7
2 . 2 5
| . 3 6

1 0 . 0
8 . 0
5 . 5
3 . 8
2 . 7
2 . 1
1 . 3 s

9 . 0
7  . 7 s
5  .65
3 .95
3 . 0
2 . 3
1 . 3 5

8 . 0
7 . r
5 . 3
3 . 9
2 . 9
2 . 2
1 . 3 5

+ Brill, Hermann, and Peters, 1948'

t L .B .Tab les , vo l . I , pa r t 1 ,p .300 'Va lues fo rMg++andOdono tag reeu 'e l lw i t h re -
cent calculations by Berghuis el' aI. (1955).

In Table IV are Iisted some electronic densities computed either from

the approximate slater wave functions (see for instance coulson, 1952,

p. 40j or, when available, from the density distribution curves in the

Landolt-Bornstein Tables, vol. I, part 1, pp. 284 ff.;the latter curves are

plotted from a variety of sources, most of which use the method of Har-

tree's self-consistent field.

oxygen are assumed to be undisturbed.
The observed density of 0.3 between \{g and O along the cube edge is

seen from Table IV to be consistent with a superposition of the densities

o f \ ' { g++andO- - ; i t i smuch less than thecova len tva lue0 '63 'Theden -

Tasro IV. Tvprcal Er,rcrnoltrc DnNsrtms

Atom or ion

Distance from

center of atom
(Angstrom units)

Electronic
density

(electrons/43)

0 .  13
0 . 1 6
0 .06

<0.004
0 . 2
0.09
0.008
0 . 2 7
0.002
0.63

Mg++
o

o-

o--

Mg-O covalent

0.  85
1 . 0 6
1 . 2 7
1 . 9
1 . 0 6
1 . 2 7
1 . 9
1 . 0 6
1 .85
1 . 0 5

L.B. Tables

L.B. Tables

L.B.  Tables
L.B. Tables

L.B. Tables
L.B. Tables

L.B. Tables

Calculated from Slater function

Calculated from Slater function

See below
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suggesl more a transit ion to a metal l ic state than to a covarent one.
To the writer 's best knowledge, no detai led studies of this kind have

been made on any other oxide of the element under consideraLion. one
notes with interest that parker and whitehouse (1932) found a fui l
complement of 26 electrons on Fe in pyri te (FeSz), and that Witte (1956)
f inds indications of electron concentrat ion between Li and F in LiF,
making this substance somewhat less ionic than NaCl.

Dralru.cNBrrc Suscnptrtrurv

Ze2N _
y r :  -  - -  y 2

6mc2
(1 )
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where Iy' is the number of atoms per unit volume, Z the number of elec-

trons per atom, e and m, respectively, the charge and mass of the elec-

tron, c the velocity of l ight, and, r ' is the mean square distance of an

electron from the center of the atom. Instead of 1, one also uses the

molar susceptibil i ty 1,1a, which is equal to xV,I/ being the molar volume'

and the specific susceptibility, or susceptibility for unit mass, v6:7vf M '

M being ihe molecular weight. Substituting numerical values of funda-

mental constants in (1), one finds

X l t : - 2 9 2  l g n l r l

where the summation is to be extended over all the electrons in each

atom. If radial distances are expressed in atomic units (oo:0'528X 10-8

cm.) ,  we get

Xr t  :  -  0 .79 10 6I  F '

Thus the diamagnetic susceptibil i ty depends essentially on the radial

distribution of electrons around the nuciei, which would be different in

covalent and ionic structures. If one compares, for instance, the struc-

tures NIg-O and N'Ig++-g--, the 2 electrons transferred from NIg to O

will occupy on the oxygen ion orbitals of smalier average radius than that

of the (3s) electrons oi the isolated magnesium atom' As the effect of a

covalent bond is generally to concentrate charges between the bound

atoms, the change from the covalent to the ionic structure should be

accompanied by a notable decrease in susceptibil i ty. A comparison of

caiculated and observed values of 1 will thus give in{ormation regarding

the actual state in the crystal. one notes that, in general, the larger

anions will contribute more to the susceptibility than the smaller cations'

Formula (1) is strictly valid only if the charge distribution is spheri-

caliy symmetrical. For diatomic and other non-symmetrical molecules,

one must add a term of opposite sign which represents a paramagnetic

contribution (Van Vleck paramagnetism) differing from ordinaty pata'

magnetism due to uncompensated spins in that it is temperature rn-

dep"endent. Theoreticaliy the Van Vleck term should vanish only in

completely symmetricai systems in which the field direction is an axis

of .y-*.iry and the electronic distribution is spherically symmetrical

about the nuclei; it is diffrcult to evaluate exactly and is not likely to be

important in crystals of high symmetry'

Fo, un electron with wave function ry', it follows from the definition of

12 that
n : [u- ,,v"a,

and may therefore be calcuiated if the wave function ry' is known. A par-

ticulariy simple formula can be obtained tor 7 if one uses Slater wave
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functions of the type
tt/: Arn-re-crln

where,4 is a normalizing factor, z is the principal quantum number of the
electron, and c, the effective charge, is equal to the atomic number Z
minus the screening constant s which is computed according to slater,s
well-known rules (see, for instance, Slater, iOSt, p. 476). i simple in_
tegration yields directly

r2 :  n2(n -f  i l@ I t) /cr.

Pauling (1927), by a more elaborate calculat ion, f inds

IOHN VERHOOGEN

(2)

x: - 2.or x 10 6t -!:-[r - {Ll l)-- 11u a - ,yL ' -  - - i * - - l  (3)

where I is the second quantum number of the erectron. pauring gives in
tabulated form the susceptibilities of many common iorrr. Foi O--,
for instance, he finds xM:-12.6X10-6, whereas the simpler Slater
formula (2) gives -12.8x10-6. Susceptibil i t ies have also been calculated
from various other models and are iollected in the Landolt-Bornstein
Tables (vol .  f ,  par t  1,  pp.394 f f . ) .A calculat ion us ing the Thomas_
Fermi-Dirac model has recently been made by Thomas and umeda(1es6).

Experimental susceptibilities of ions have been obtained from meas_
urements on solutions and crystals. rt appears that ionic susceptibilities
are nearly additive; for exampre, the difierence between the molar sus-
ceptibilities of LiF and NaF is nearly the same as the difference between
Licl and Nacl. The matter is reviewed by Serwood (1956), who gives
(p. 7S) an extensive table of ionic susceptiUitit ies.

The diamagnetic susceptibility of minerars is difficurt to measure, be-
cause of paramagnetic impurities (e.g., Fe++ or Fe+++) which may over.
shadow the diamagnetic effects, even when these impurities are ir.r.rr,only in very small amounts. surprisingly, there is even ,o-. ,rn..rtuinty
legTding the susceptibil i ty of common oxides. yamashita and Kojima
(1952), while studying the electronic state of o-- in Mgo, used a value
of -18'8X10-6 for the molar susceptibil i ty of this o-xidel there are,
however, several other determinations which give an average value of-10.5X10-6 (Ray, 1955). The International Crit ical Tabies (vol 6)
gives on page 359 a value ol - 10.2 (in units of 10{) for AlzOe, and on
page 364 a value of - 34.2 ; the latter value will be used here, as it ugr".,
with measurements of Rao and Leela (1953) on white sapphire. Corun_
dum is slightly anisotropic, and the value given he.e is an average.
spinel (MgAbor) is l isted in r.c.T. as paramagnetic (y*:+ggx10-g
which seems unlikely in the absence of iion or manganese impurities.

The following table (Table V) shows the molar Jiamagnetic suscepti_
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Tasr,n V. Ilor-ln Drarrtlcnrttc SusceprtBrlrrrEs (rN UNrrs ol -1X106)

2 6 9
0 . 1 5

bility of several ions and atoms computed by Pauling (1927) or by Slater's

formula (2) .
From these values one obtains by simple addition the following values

(ali multiplied by -1x109, which may be compared with l isted experi-

the expected effect of covalent bonding mentioned above' By contrast,

the figures suggest a truly ionic state for SiOz. For AlzOa the agreement

between the experimental susceptibil i ty and the sum of the susceptibil i-

t ies of the ions is sti l l  fairly good; clearly, the state of AIzOs is more

ionic than covalent. The figures for \'IgO require closer scrutiny'

Repeating the procedure for O , they find that O-- is decidedly more

statle (by about 12 e.v.) than O- in magnesium oxide' They also com-

pute the ionic susceptibilities which they find to be - 3 .7 X 10-e f or Mg++

and -21.0X10-6 for O--, in this same compound' This would make the

molar susceptibil i ty of I,Igo (-24.7x19-o) much too large in absolute

value.
Essentially the same result would accrue from the electron densit.y

distribution of Bril l , I{ermann, and Peters discussed above' It wil l be

recalled that the main features of this distribution are: 1) an unusually

Tanr,n VI' Cer,cut lrnl eNn ExprnrunNter-x SuscrptrBrlrrrEs'

ron V.tnrous Srnucrurus (rw UNrrs or - lX 10{)

Mc-O Ms++ O-- l exp.
3 4 . s  I  l s . e  1 0 . s

A l - O l A I r + - O - - ] e x n
7 4 . 8 ]  4 3 . s s  

I  
3 4

si-o I si,*-o-- ] "*o., n  I  2 7 . 6  I 2 . 5 . 6

* value for Mgo f rom Ray (1955); others {rom Intemational critical Tables.
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large magnesium ion, extending outward to 0.9-1 A; \ a very high
and uniform density between the oxygen and magnesium; this density
being almost as large as that (0.3 electron /AB) oI the conduction elec-

and the corresponding ionic susceptibil i t ies computed by integration
of the density data of Bril l , et al., out to a specified distance. From this
table we see that if we assume, for instance, radii of 0.9 for NIg and 1.2 lor

Tesln VII

Mg

I

Radius
(A)

0 . 9
1 . 0

2
'fotal number
of electrons

3
Diarnagnetic
susceptibility Radius

5
Total number
of electrons

6
Diamagnetic
susceptibility

9 . 2
9 . 6

5 . 8
6 . 9

l . l . )

1 . 2 0
t . J . )

1 . 4 0

8 . 3
8 . 6
9 . 0
9 . 3

9 . 0
9 . 7

1 0 9
t l  . 9

oxygen,  the tota l  number of  e lect rons on the ions is  9.2+g.6:17.g,
leaving 2.2 electrons per ion pair in the inter-ionic space; the sum of the
susceptibil i t ies of IIg and o comes out as 15.5, which again is more than
the experimental value. From this we infer that a r-ull pu.u-agnetic
susceptibil i ty must also be present. This paramagnetic contribution is
considerably smaller than the pauli paramagnetism of interstit ial elec-
trons with a density ol 0.2/Az; these should anyhow form a fi led band
and could not be regarded as "free," as the extremely low intrinsic
conductivity of NIgO clearly shows. Similarly, the paramagnetism due to
a single uncompensated electron spin, as would occur in ions such as
o- or r '{g+, would be of the order of 10-B rather than 10 6 at ordinary
temperature. Thus presumably the small paramagnetic contribution
must be a van vleck term, arising from the fact that the field at the
center of the cube forming * of the unit cell is far from symmetrical;
indeed, on any body diagonal of this elementary cube there are ions of
opposite signs on either side of the side.

Summing up, the diamagnetic susceptibil i ty of SiO2 is consistent with
that calculated for a purely ionic structure. The agreement between
measured and calculated values for an ionic model of Aigos is not verv
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good, and it is bad for l\'IgO. In the latter compound, there is probably a

small paramagnetic component arising from a high electronic density in

regions of the unit cell where the field is not centro-symmetric. Depar-

tures between measured and "ionic" susceptibilities are definitely not

suggestive of covalent bonding, the ionic values being intermediate be-

tween experimental and covalent ones.

PoLantzestLttv

When a dielectric substance ("insulator") is subjected to an electrical

field E, charges within the substance may be displaced. Now displacing a

charge leby a distance r is equivalent to adding a charge (-a) at the

original position and a charge +-e at the new position; this, in effect, is

equivalent to adding a dipole sr in the direction of the displacement. If

the polarization P is defined as the vector sum of the induced dipoles per

unit volume, the displacement vector D is defined as D:El4tP, and

the dielectric constant e, which is the ratio ol D to E, is given by the rela-

tron

e : 1 * n " I : t t 4 n r  ( 4 )

where n: P / E isthe electrical susclptibility'

Consider an atom of type i in a crystal, and assume that under the

effect of the electrical field Eru" acting on it, it acquires a dipole moment

f,i. The polarizabil ity a1 of this atom is then defined as at:Ptf Eu.

and
p : L En. N.ia,t (5)

where ly'; is the number of atoms of type i per unit volume. If one further

defines o:lroor, where z; is the number of atoms I per molecule, one

may write '

P:N+E," "

where 7 is the moiar volume and I[ is Avogadro's number.

Ero" is the effeclive field acting on an atom inside the solid' If one sets

simply En": E, one gets the well-known Drude formula

e  - 1 :  + , ! . .
v

In general, however, the field at any point inside the crystal is the sum

of the external field .E and contributions arising from the polarization of

neighboring atoms. The calculation of Eto" is complicated, except in

cases where the distribution of atoms is isotropic, or where the lattice

(6)
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has a high degree of symmetry* (see Kittel, p. 92). One
4

E w :  E I  
,  

r P

finds then

(8

from which derives the well-known Clausius-Mosotti formula

e - l  4  N

, + r : i ' v o '  ( 9 )

A more general expression used by Mott and Gurney is

a , " . :B+ ! , r r  (10 )

where 7 is an empirical factor to l. a."t".-ined from experiments.
we must now consider two separate effects. when the fierd has a very

high frequency, as in the visible part of the spectrum, the dierectric con-
stant in media of unit magnetic permeability is equal to the square of
the index of refraction; accordingly, from (9) we get

n 2 - l  4  N

A-+  2 :  T "  v  
o  (11 )

a relation known as the Lorentz-Lorenz equation from which a may be
determined. This value of a is called the "optical," or "electronic"
polarizability, as the polarization arises entirely from shifts in the dis-
tribution of the electron clouds with respect to the posiqively charged
nuclei. At lower frequencies, as in the infrared, an additional effect arises
from the relative displacement of the positive and negative ions in the
crystal. This additional contribution to the dielectric constant is said to
arise from "atomic" or "ionic" polarizability. rn purely covalent
crystals, such as diamond, there is no ionic polarizabil ity, as the atoms
carry r1o net charge; accordingly their dielectric constant in low-fre-
quency or static fields is equal to the square of the index of refraction cor-
rected for dispersion. A comparison of the index of refraction, suitably
extrapolated tg zero frequency, with the dielectric constant in static
fields affords thus a measure of the ionic character of the substance.

We consider first the electronic polarizability.

ErBcrnoNrc Por,rnrzesrt.rry

From (11) it follows that ot has the dimensions of a volume; indeed
one would expect the deformabil ity of an atom to be proportional to its
spatial extension. A theoretical calculation of the polarizability is easy

* More precisely, the condition is that the coordinates riiyizi, of the lattice points
aro rnd a central lattice point taken as the origin should satisfy the condition thatl(r;r)
:3LG"\, n'here rf :voza!;2I2,2. This condition is satisfied it t:;2:y;2:z].
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for simple atoms, such as hydrogen: all that has to be done is to add to

the potential energy of the electron arising from the coulomb attraction

to tle nucleus the energy arising from the external field' A simplified

first determination of the radius of the O-- ion was made precisely from

a consideration of polarizability'
Pauling (1927) suggested that the polarizabil ity of an atom should be

given by the relation
(5n6 l7na) (2 l i - l )In

o  : 0 . 2 8 1  I
0 \Z -  

"" r )n

where n and I are the two first quantum numbers of an electron, oD, is an

appropriate screening factor, the summation being carried over all

electrons in the atom. Slater (1951, p.20\ points out that as the radius

of an orbit with quantum number ra is roughly proportional to n2 f (Z - s) ,

wherc z and s are, as usual, the charge on the nucleus and the Slater

screening factor, the polarizability should be proportional to

/  n z o o  \ 3

\z- );
the proportionality factor would be 4.5 for n:1, l ' l  ior n:2,0'63 lor

n:i, 
"ir. 

The Slater rule is somewhat easier to apply than the Pauling

formula.
The value for hydrogen (g/2 a03) cannot be checked because of the ab-

sence of measurements on atomic hydrogen. For the helium atom, the

experimental value of cv is 0.205X10-24 cm.3' Pauling and Wilson (1935'

pp. ZZO-ZZOI calculate values ranging from 0'15 to 0'23 43, de^pending on

the choice of wave function. The Slater rule gives a:0.27 43. Further

comparisons are listed in Table VIII.

we note the very small polarizability of the smaller cations, as com-

pared with that of large anions.

Polarizability of ions in solution and certain crystals obey an additivity

law similar to that followed by ionic diamagnetic susceptibilities' Tables

of empirical polarizabilities have been set up in this way (see Kittel'

1953,  p.  97) .
In Table IX are listed the values of the polarizability of several

compounds, computed by adding the Slater values of the polarizability
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Tesre VIII. CoupenrsoN on rnr por,AnrzABrr,rry or.Venrous Iows
Car.cur,elnrr ly Paulrwc (1927) exo sv .rno Sr,ernR Rur.a

Polarizability of ions, in 43,

According to Paul ing t1927) Calculated by Slater rule

o--
Be++
Mg++
Al3+
si4+

3 .88
0.008
0.094
0 .052
0 .0165

I  . 4 ( )

0.026
0 . 1 7
o . 1 2
0 .08

of the component ions. These values may be compared with the experi-
mental values

- : ! , - t_ r ,
4 r N  n 2 * 2

n being the index of refraction for the sodium D line, or an arithmetic
mean of the indices for non-cubic crystals.

The agreement between figures in the two columns is surprisingly good,
when it is remembered that the Lorentz-Lorenz formula (11) is strictly
applicable only to substances with high symmetry, and that the Slater
rule is only approximate as it neglects the difference between orbitals of
same principal quantum number but different L Where disasreement
exis ts  is  i t  no1 an indicat ion of  s t rong covalent  bonding,  as the io l lowing
values (Table X) for covalent vs. ionic structures show.

Tanr,B rX. cow.qnrsor.r ol por,enzAulrrrEs ol venrous courouNos, Dnnrvrl lnou
rr'torcrs ol' Rntnectron on cercu'er'o nv AnrrrroN oF poLARrzABrLrrrES o' roNS

Polarizability of compounds (in units of 10-ra cm.)

4nN n2*7

a:2  n lay
(Calculated by Slater rule)

BeO
Mso
AIrOB
MgAlrC,

$iQ, (quartz)

SiOz (cristobr lite)
BeAlzO+
Mgrsion
MgSiOa

1 . 3 1

4 . 1 8
6 . 2
2 8 6
2 . 9 0
5 6 5
6.45
4 . 7 2

1 . 4 9
t . o . t

4 6 2
6 2 5
3 . 0 0
3 .00
6 . 1 1
6 . 2 6
4 . 6 3

3 V  n 2 - 7
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TasLE X. Cer-culerm AND ExpERrMENrAr, PolanrzABrlrrY ol MgO eNo BeO

Polarizability (10-24 6rn.:)

Calculated Experimental

Mg*O
Mg*+o-
Mg+++O--

Be*O
Be+*O-
Be++*O--

6.$ l
3 .30 f
r .6s)

1 . 7 5

3.sol
1  .861
1 L A

Strictly speaking, the polarizabil ity of a covalent compound need not

be equal to the sum of the polarizabil it ies of its constituents; the correc-
tion for covalency is, however, small, as shown by diamond: the polariza-

bil i ty of the isolated carbon atom, computed by the Slater rule, is

I.2Xt0-21 cm.3; the experimentai value for diamond is 0.84X10-'4.
As the polarizabil it ies of the cations are small and not l ikely to be

much in error, we have computed the value of the polarizabil ity of the
oxygen that would give perfect agreement with experimental data. Re-

sults are as follows:

Tesln XL Por,enrzrq.err,rry oF Tr{E OxvcrN IoN rn Venrous ConpouNos

Mgo
N{grSioo
BeAlrOq
MgSiOr
MgAlrOn
SiO: (quartz)

SiOz (cristobalite)

Al203
BeO
CaCOr
AlzSiOs (sillimanite)

Al:SiOs (andalusite)

AhSiOa (kyanite)

M93AhSiaOrr (pyrope)

Average

1.58X10-14
1  . 5 1

.50

.49

.39
+ l

1  . 3 1
1 . 2 8
l . J l

1 . 4 0
1 . 3 9
r . 3 4
1 3 9

| . 4 1

The average of these 14 values, 1.41, is very close to the value for

O'- obtained by the Slater rule (1.46). It is interesting that the cube
root of the polarizability, which might be taken as an empirical radius,
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is 1.16 A for O in n{gO; this is precisely the distance at which the electron
density arorind the O sites tails ofi. Similarly for CaCOr: the empirical
radius of i/I.31:1.1 is that which one would compute from the C-O
distance (1.27 A) assuming that the 3 oxygens surrounding carbon are
just touching.

The electronic polarizabil ity of an ion, as we have seen, is a function of
the average radius of the electronic density; it should therefore be closely
related to the ionic radius itself. We thus expect a relationship between
the index of refraction of a compound and the radii of its constituent ions.
Kordes (1956) has found empirically a relationship of this type. The
"optical" ionic radii computed by him from refractive indices agree well
with the conventional ionic radii, corrected where necessary for coordina-
tion number. He finds no indication of covalent bonding either in SiOz
or in grossularite (Ca3AlzSisOrz).

In summary, the polarizability of compounds computed by adding the
polarizabilities of their ions agrees with experimental values, if one uses
the Slater rules to determine the polarizabil ity of the ions. Polarizabil ity
gives no clear evidence of covalent bonding in any of the compounds con-
sidered.

IoNrc Por,anrzATroN

Consider a substance consisting of positive and negative ions. Under
the influence of an external electrical field, the positive and negative
ions will be displaced in opposite directions; these displacements produce
a polarization which contributes to the dielectric constant an amount
which is proportional to the net charges on the ions and to their displace-
ment. These displacements, in turn, depend on the restoring forces be-
tween ions; if one assumes, for instance, a restoring force/:Kr propor-
tional to the displacement r, r will be given by the simple relation Ee
: Kr where e is the charge on the ion, E the field acting on it, and K is the
force constant. The induced dipole is er, and the polarizability a:e*/ E
: e2/ K.

Now if the restoring force between two particles of mass h4, rllz is pro-
portional to the displacement, the particles wil l oscil late with a frequency

,o: t/K/i

where rr is the reduced mass

This frequency usually falls in the infrared. In the visible part of the
spectrum.the frequency of the electric field is much greater than the
natural frequency of oscillation of the ions which remain essentially un-

1 1 1- : -+-
p mr ntz
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compare the calculated and experimental values'

There is an abundant l i terature on the subject (Hljendahl, 1938;
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halides range from 0.69 (for Kr) to 0.93 (for NaF) ; s is usually some-
what larger than the ionic character obiained from pauling,J .r..rr.,
but does not vary systematicalry with the pauring electronegatii i ty scare:
for instance, Kr and Rbr should have the same amount of ionic char-
acter according to Pauiing, whereas s is 0.69 for Kr but 0.g9 for Rbr.
One is  surpr ised to f ind s:1 for  CuBr,  and s:1.10 for  CuCl .  Sziget i  ob_
tains s:0.88 for l.,IgO, taking the wave length of the fundameital in_
frared absorption band to be 17.3 p; if one uses Saksena,s (1956) value
25.2 p,,.$ comes out at 0.62, although the agreement between calculated
and measured compressibility is much impr-oved.

rt seems diff icult to ascertain whether szigeti 's results bear signifi-
cantly on the matter of ionic vs. covarent bonding. szigeti berieves that
the deviation of s from the varue unity is caused mainly by the mutual
distortion of neighboring ions owing totheir overlap; this is inaependent
of, and need not reflect on, the total number of erectrons on the ion.
. 

The view was expressed above that homopolar binding might tend to
increase the dielectric constant, and that the high dieleciric lonstant of
compounds such as ruti le has to be ascribed to this effect. other exDrana-
tions are also possible. Szigeti f inds s:0.7 for ruti le, which;-pri.r-" '"",r-
bly ionic structure. The clausius-Mosotti equation, which ls based on
the Lorentz field E,o": E+4/3 rp, may be rewritten

which shows that e may be very large if

, , 8 1 1 [' -aro

,  4 r N' -a i '

4 r N

i  r '
happens to be sufficiently close to 1. For static or low frequency fields,
a must of course include the ionic and electronic polarirabil it ies.

The electronic polarizabil ity of ruti le is interesting: from the average
value of the index of refraction (2.705) , one finds a: 5.1 X 10-24 cm3. The
polarizabil ity of ri4+ is. smal (0.19 according to pauring; 0.45 according
to the Slater formula) , so that the polarizabil ity of 

-o-- 
shourd be

23-y1g-u or more' which is mrr.h g.eater than in the other oxides con-
sidered so far. rt is actuany not neissary to resort to covalent bonding
to account for the anomaly if one notices that the ionization potentiars
of 3d' and 4s electrons in titanium are armost equal; thus the Ti+3 ion
would have a large polarizabil ity due to its remaining (4s) electron, and a
small admixture of the ionie state
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o--

Ti3+

o-

o -

Ti4+

to the state

\o-

would appreciably increase the electronic polarizabil ity'

In conclusion, it would appear once again that there is nothing in the

theory of electronic qr ionic polarizabil ity that compels us to abandon a

simple ionic representation of the compounds presently under considera-

tron.

CoonorNetroN NUMBERS

In covalent bonds the coordination number of an atom depends es-

small cations in a lower coordination than large ones. At f irst sight, the

structure of spinel (MgAlzo+) in which l ig is in 4-coordination and Al.

in 6-coordination, appears anomalous. There has been a tendency to ex-

plain such anomalies in radius-ratio rules by recourse to covalent bond-

irrg. A, it turns out, the structure of any particular member of the spinel

group can be simply explained in terms of an ordinary coulomb attrac-

iiori betweetr charged ions, the Nladelung constant being larger for the

normal than for the inverse structure for large values of the oxygen

parameter u (Gorter,1954). One could argue, however, that the tendency

of 
"ny 

particular ion to occupy 4-coordinated (A) sites rather than 6-

coordinated (B) sites, or vice versa, determines in the first place whether

the structure will be normal or inverse, the oxygen parameter u lhen ad-

with the spinel structure. Consider the general case of a spinel with for-

mula M!{r-rQ,On in which M is a divalent element (\ ' Ig, Ni, Fe}+, etc'),

.573
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while -v and p are trivalent elements (AI, FeB+, etc.). Assume the distribu-
tion to be

M 
"N sQ,[M kN 2-,-nQ,- 

"]On
where brackets indicate 6-coordinated cations in B sites, and, r.fylz:1.
The configurational entropy is.s:K ln w where K is Bortzmann's con-
stant and

r ! (2  -  t ) u t
W :

x, ty tz ! (7 -  r ) t (z  -  t  -  y) t ( t  -  2) t

If I/ is the internal energy and F the Helmholtz free energy F:Lr-TS,
a simple algebraic calculation yields

dF
; - :  a;
dx

dF
^  : u i
cJN

d-F

oz

Ur' - U,'

f T  ,  f f  I

1 - r_  K T l n _ _
T

) - t - .
-  l l  r  In

v
I  - e

z

(r2)

when U' l :  6U/6x,  etc .  Since r ly lz :1,  F is  min imum when
a F  _ d F  _ d F
6s 3y 0z

so that in the equil ibrium configuration we have (Smart, 1954)

LI,', - LI,,' : KT ln 
(l --D-

-  
x ( 2 - 1 - y )

( 2 - t - t \ z
: KT In -- -:--

\ t  -  z)v
( t  -  z ) t:  K T I n  - - : .
\ r  -  r )z

In these relations, (1,'-Uu'is the energy necessary to move an atom of
M from a B to an A site, an atom of rY being simultaneously transferred
from an A to a B site. These energy differences may thus be carcurated
from measured values of x, y and z. Note that only difierences such as
LI 

"' 
- (J o' can be gotten in this way; the values ol L|,,, U r,, fJ 

", 
can be ob-

tained separately only on the assumption that enough vacancies exist in
A and ts sites that the relation xlylz:1 need not hold; that is, that one
could transfer an atom from a B to an A site without simultaneously mov-
ing another atom from A to B.

A carefully studied compound of this type is NIgFeB+Oa, with structure
N{g"Fer3+[l\{gr-,Fez-r3+]Oa, for which r has been determined as a function
of temperature by Pauthenet and Bochirol (1951) (see also Bertaut,
1951). For a binary compound, equations (13) simply reduce to

l ' 1  -  . \ 2

[J, ' ,  -  Uu',  :  KT In : :- .* '
"  r ( x t l )

(13)

(14)
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The calculated. values vary slightly with temperature, due perhaps to in-

complete annealing at lower temperature; at high temperature (1200"

C.) itre authors find. (J"'-t lr ' :0.11 e.v. A calculation based on the as-

sumption stated above gives
Ui : + 0.15 e.v. : 3500 callmole
Ur' : 10.04 e.v.

only the difference between these two quantities being truly significant'

di-itu. calculations have been carried out for other compounds and are

Iisted in Table XII. Data are from Gorter (1954);Greenwald, Pickart

and Grannis (1954); Bacon and Roberts (1953). In all the instances

listed, it has been assumed that measured values ol r, y, and a are those

for specimens perfectly quenched from a high temperature (120Oo C')'

This may not be generally true, as some workers used annealed speci-

mens; some of the energies listed in Table XII may thus be too large by

a factor ol 2 or 3.

Tlsr,r XIL ENnncrns (rN Erncrnoll Vor'rs) to Ttewsrrx Atous

r 6- ro 4-CoonDrNATES Srtns rN Sprxrr,s

Compound and distribution

Mgo zFq 7gr+[Mg6 z6Fea+r zz]Or

Mgo rsFea+o ar[Mgo rzAIFe3+o ar]or

Fe3+o.e6Alc-u[Fe2+Alo roFe3+o s]Oq

Nio *Fer+o 2AIo or[Nio sFea+o orAh.u]Or

Nio uEe3+o oaAlo :zlNio soFe3+o uAlo ;a]Or

U'ri U'x

+0 18
+ 0 . 1
+ o . 1 2

Transfer energies

U 'ug -U ' v " : 0 .11
U'yg-U'ns:  -0 03
lJ ' r . t+-U' l r :  -o 19
U 'pc+ -U l r :  - 0 . . s t

U'p"a-U'4:  -g '22

+0 1s
- 0 .  0 1 5

+0 01
+0  015
-0  015
- 0 , 1 1
-0 .  1

+o.22r
+0 37s

The energies listed in Table XII, as explained, are approximate; yet

their magnitude is very striking in being so small' Compare, for instance'

the proriotion energies of aluminum to a valence state 's23 (tetragonal

iryUrial 3.6 e.v.) or to a d' state (octahedral hybrid; 7'5 e'v')' Clearly, the

equilibrium distribution of ions among the 4- and 6-coordinated positions

iLthe spinel structure depends on very small energy differences that do

not suglest any fundamental difference in type of binding' The transfer

.n.rg1iio. a given pair (e.g., AI-Fe3+) also varies appreciably as a func-

tion of composition, or of cell dimensions. The general trend for-Mg is to

go into A siies only when the structure is such that the radii of the A and

B sites are nearly equal; when the radius of a B site becomes appreciably

(20%) larger than that of an A site' the transfer energy of Mg becomes

positive, 
". 

i.r NIgF.rO+. Aluminum has precisely the opposite tendency'

its transfer energy becoming more and more positive as the ratio r6f r|be'

comes smaller' In MgAl2O n,'u:'n; accordingly AI is in B sites and IIg in

A sites. Such relationships are not easily explainable in terms of purely

covalent binding.
It would seem to follow from these considerations that a departure

from the usual coordination number (e.g., I ' Ig in 4- rather than 6-coordi-
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nation) does not necessarily imply an appreciable change in the amount
of covalent bonding; simple electrostatic considerationrLuy sti l be used
to predict coordination numbers in the spinel structure.

rt is interesting to note that Loeb and Goodenough (1955), who rery
on covalent bonding to explain a number of structurai features of spinels,
consider that Mg and AI in spinels are essentialry erectrovalent, in agree-
ment with our conclusion. covaient effects occur only with transition or
heavier elements.

rt is unfortunate that so few data shourd be available on trre physical
and thermochemical properties of the aruminum sil icates Arr^siou, in
which the aluminum coordination is either 6 (kyanite), or 6 ancl 5
(andalusite), or 6 and 4 (silr imanite). As far as is known, it wourd seem
that the free energies of these three compounds do not differ by more
than a few thousand, or even perhaps a iew hundred, calories at room
temperature and ordinary pressure. The entropy of any of these 3 phases
is almost exactly the sum of the entropies of the o*ides, corrected for
density differences. The polarizabil ity of the oxygen ion (Table Xr) is
the same in sii l imanite and andarusite; in kyanite it is exactry equar to
the average ior qtartz and corundum. Here again, it =..-r.rrri ik.ly that
the change in coordination should reflect any notable change in electronic
dens i t y  d i s r r i bu t i on  and  bond  t voe .

This does not mean that .oo.i ination numbers cannot, in some rare
instances, be taken to indicate the presence of a notabre amount of co-
valent bonding. Zno is a good example. surely, as has been pointed out
many times, the difference between r,rgo (6-coordination, Nacr struc-
ture) and zno (4-coordination, wurtzite structure) cannot be exprained
on the basis of radius-ratio considerations, as I,Ig++ andZn++ are said to
have rather similar radii. However, tetrahedral coordination presumably
requires hybridization, the ease of which may be roughly evaiuated by
comparing the ionization potentials of successive electron shells or sub_
shells. For instance, the difference in ionization potential of 2p and, 2s
electrons in  C is  0.7 atomic uni ts  (1 atomic uni t :13.54 e.v. ) ; jp_s,  i . ,
s i l icon is  0.5;4s-3d, inZn is  0.5;etc.  By contrast ,  consider  Ss_ip in I Ig:3.1,  4s-3p in  Ca:1.45.  Thus one expects hybr id izat iorr ,  u , rd forma_
tion of tetrahedral coordination, to occur readily in c, Si, Zn, but not in
Nlg, Ca, etc. It is interesting that ZnO ancl BeO are u.irruliy the only
oxides of bivalent elements that occur in either the zinibrende or
wurtzite structures; and the 4-coordination of Be in Beo is readily ex-
plained on radius-ratio considerations arone (radius of Be++:0.35). rn
the same way' one expects on general grounds that carbon wourd occur
covalently either in 2-(COr) or 4-coordination (CHa) . The occurrence of
the COs group in carbonates is diff icult to explain (Fyfe, 1954); yet it fol_
lows directly from radius-ratio rules.
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Sultl,llnY AND CoNCLUSToNS

We ha'u'e examined sucl'r physical properties of simple oxides and sili-

cates of NIg and AI as couid lead, independentiy of any chemical consid-

erations, to an evaluation of the ionic or covalent character of these com-

pounds. We noticed first that lattice energies computed for purely ionic

structures usually agree well with "experimental" values, as they also

do for some sulfides and selenides with less pronounced ionic character-

istics. The Cawchy relations between elastic coefficients offer no critical

test of ionicity; they point to the existence of non-central forces which

may arise from a mutual deformation of ions rather than from directed

bonds of covalent type. x-roy data on nlgo are interesting: they show

the presence of nearly perfectly spherical units, with a charge distribu-

tion suggesting a structure intermediate between NIg++-O-- and lIg++
-O , the remaining electrons are spread out evenly without any indica-

tion of localized bonds. The interpretation of the diamagnetic suscepti-

is again consistent with a fully ionic structure, the average polarizabil ity

of o*ygetr in a number of compounds being almost exactly that predicted

by the Siater rule for o--. The ionic polarizabil ity shows departures

fiom the values expected for purely ionic structures, although differ-

ences may be due in Iarge part to theoretical difficulties in evaluating the

internal f ield; the degree of covalency derived from the ionic polariza-

bil i ty does not agree with that calculated from the electronegativity

values. coord.ination nwmbers are probably rather poor indicators of co-

valent vs. ionic character. The calculated values of the tronsfer energy

required to interchange 6-coordinated and 4-coordinated cations in

spinels turn out to be so small as to suggest very little difference in bond

cha rac te r  i n  t he  two  s i1es .
Thus it would seem that on the whole, the physical properties of the

compounds studied are much more easily explained on ionic than on a

covalent basis. This is, surprisingly, particularly true of SiO:, which is

generally regarded as at least 50/6 covalent. The agreement between ex-

perimental data and values calculated for purely ionic structures is by

,ro *.u.,., perfect; but the fault may reside in the theory' There is, of

course, ample evidence that ions do not behave as rigid spheres; they are

deformable, as the index of refraction readily shows. This polarizabil ity'

however, seems calculable on a purely electrostatic theory and is there-
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fore more amenable to treatment than when interpreted in terms of co-
valent binding. The polarizability wiil lead to difficulties in estimating
elastic coefficients, but would not seem to be of major importance in other
calculations.

we conclude, therefore, that for practical purposes it is legitimate to
consider the compounds under consideration as purely ionic.

The author wishes to acknowledge generous help from the National
Science Foundation and the rnstitute of Geophysics, university of cali-
fornia.
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